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ABSTRACT
The main goal of the thesis is to investigate and develop algorithms using
navigational tags for enhancing the performance of a swarm of robots when
precise navigation is hard to achieve or not feasible.
We focus our research on robots without communication capabilities, with a
limited set of error-prone sensors and little to no information about the
surrounding environment at the starting point, as is the case for typical cleaning
and lawn-mowing robots. We assume the use of landmark-based navigation and
robots equipped with rfid readers as a concrete scenario.
The first part of thesis designs and presents a detailed knowledge architecture for
intelligent robots able to use RFID tags both as landmarks and communication
channels. This architecture contains a rule system for robots, providing reactive
control while a robot is in action. The system has been successfully implemented
during the the Roboswarm EU FP6 project for running the physical robot swarm.
Then we develop and compare different coverage algorithms for swarms of
robots tasked with cleaning, search or similar activities inside buildings. The
main goals are to find more efficient algorithms and to understand the
improvements gained by increasing the swarm size.
The robot parameters and capabilities are modeled on the actual rfid-equipped
Roomba cleaning robots developed during the Roboswarm EU FP6 project with
the participation of the author. We have implemented a custom simulator of the
Roomba robot, which takes into account the capabilities and operation times of
the robot. Controlled simulations of this robot have been used for testing and
comparing the algorithms.
The main part of our research consists in developing and investigating four main
approaches for the robot control algorithm, all based on the idea of using
recognizable locations (tags) to guide the robot around the mission area. As a
background baseline we also consider “ideal” behaviour with the best possible
performance of the swarm.
We show that a specific parameter of robot behaviour - the default turning angle
- makes a significant difference for the performance of the investigated
algorithms.
We show that the algorithms employing landmarks are almost consistently better
than the parameter-optimized random algorithm and are, on the average, close
enough to the ideal behaviour to be considered as practically sufficient
Most importantly, we show that as the swarm size and density increases, the
performance improvements gained by better algorithms and more knowledge
decrease quickly: in the other words, the size of the swarm trumps sensors and
intelligent behaviour.
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INTRODUCTION
The area of this work is swarm robotics: making a set of separate robots work
together as efficiently as possible. While the spectrum of complexities and
capabilities of robots is potentially very wide, we focus on relatively simple
robots with limited sensors, suitable for simple indoor activities like floor
cleaning and searching objects.
This thesis starts with a detailed overview of the knowledge architecture of actual
robots developed during the Roboswarm EU FP6 project with the participation
of the author. After that it concentrates on developing various coverage
algorithms employable by swarms of these or any other robots with a limited set
of error-prone sensors and little or no previous information about the
environment.

Background: robots and landmarks
The background of this research is an actual robot swarm developed during the
Roboswarm EU FP6 project. The solutions reached at during our work generalize
to swarms of robots with similar capabilities.
We assume the use of simple robots with very limited sensory capabilities and no
communication or central coordination. We use the dynamic cleaning problem
[1], [2] as a testbed for our algorithms. In general, such tasks can vary from
cleaning [3], mowing [4], tour guidance [5] and rescue [6] to complex
surveillance [7] assignments and even providing butler services [8]. There exist
plans to use exploration swarms to reach to outer space. NASA is developing a
robot swarm for mining [9].
There exist several approaches for indoor navigation like using a laser range
finder or magnetometer [10]. It is also possible to guide robots using landmarklike radio beacons (e.g. [11]) or less expensive passive landmarks. Roomba
family’s flagship, the Roomba 980 released 17.09.2015, utilizes the onboard
camera and image recognition to create visual landmarks for itself and cover the
area using the vSLAM algorithm [12].
For guidance in the working area – assumed to be indoor environment - we use
RFID tags marking objects, doors and covering locations which need to be
visited. The same RFID chips can be used to leave messages to other robots,
inspired from ants’ communication using pheromone trace known as stigmergy
[13]. The usage of RFID tags in such a way can reduce the communication
overhead related with coordination [14].
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Figure 1 Real Roombas equipped with 3 RFID readers each, developed during the
Roboswarm project.

An iRobot Roomba cleaning robot is used together with a small ARM-based
Gumstix computer (500MIPS) running on BusyBox 2.6 Linux distribution and a
stock RFID reader/writer.
Our robots use RFID tag sequences and potentially other similar landmarks to
detect their location and direction. While moving around the mission area the
robots can take advantage of the tags and adjust their behavior to perform better
compared to the environments without RFIDs. Tags can be placed on either on
the walls [18], [19] or on the floor [20] and positioned as a regular grid [21] or
just randomly. Tags are serving mostly as a navigational graph for robots which
are driving from tag to tag trying to reach their destination [22].
Communication between the robots can be implemented through messages on
RFID1 chips planted across the working area or via a central server. In our
experiments we use the central server only for the simulation and analysis
purposes. Communication between the robots is implemented through messages
on RFID2 chips planted across the working area or via a central server. Otherwise
a central server is used only for the simulation and analysis purposes.

1

Radio-frequency identification

2

Radio-frequency identification
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Motivation and problem statement
We want to decrease the time it takes for a swarm of robots to either clean a set
of interconnected rooms or to find a tagged object located in some room.
The knowledge engineering goal of the thesis is designing a suitable knowledge
architecture for all layers of the robot swarm – tags, robots, server, rules and
communication - and validating its usability in a real indoor swarm.
The main research goal of the thesis is to find robust and efficient algorithms and
principles for practical area coverage in a swarm of indoor robots relying mainly
on navigational landmarks, with limited and inaccurate sensors. We also want to
compare the algorithms in different room complexity scenarios and analyse the
effects of the swarm size on the coverage time.
The common approach to the problem of coverage in literature is dividing the
map into cells [15], [16] and path planning [17]. We consider only algorithms
which do not take advantage of these methods: the reason being the lack of
orientation and location info of the indoor-moving robot, mainly because of the
accumulating error of odometry and tag detection inaccuracy of simple robots.
Notice that obvious solutions for outdoors navigation - GPS and compass - cannot
be reliably used indoors.

Contribution of the thesis
The thesis gives two different contributions in robotics: a knowledge engineering
contribution and a swarm robotics research contribution.
The knowledge engineering oriented contribution of the thesis consists in
designing the knowledge representation, reasoning and communication
principles and software of the RFID-equipped intelligent cleaning robot on top of
the stock iRobot Roomba cleaning robot, developed by a team with the
participation of the author. The large set of experiments performed by the real
swarm of robots with this knowledge architecture proved that the designed
principles and representations are feasible in practice.
The research contribution of the thesis is a design and comparative investigation
of different simple and robust coverage algorithms for non-communicating
swarms of realistic cleaning and lawn mowing robots with limited and errorprone sensors in the environment enriched with landmarks detectable at close
range. We note that we have measured the behaviour of the algorithms only on a
simulated swarm, not a physical swarm.
Most of the previous work in coverage algorithms has been conducted with
different assumptions, like exact sensors and a thorough knowledge of the
environment.
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We show that a specific parameter of robot behaviour - the default turning angle
- makes a significant difference for the performance of the investigated
algorithms.
We show that the algorithms employing landmarks are almost consistently better
than the parameter-optimized random algorithm and are, on the average, close
enough to the ideal behaviour to be considered as practically sufficient. As
expected, the differences between the performance of the algorithms are more
significant in case the environment consists of several rooms or areas with
narrow, hard-to find doors or connections. In particular, the capability to
recognize doors has been shown to be a key aspect for multi-room areas.
Most importantly, we show that as the swarm size and density increases, the
performance improvements gained by better algorithms and more knowledge
decrease quickly: in the other words, the size of the swarm trumps sensors and
intelligent behaviour.

Thesis organization
Thesis starts with the general introduction and overview of the relevant related
work in the area of swarm robotics.
Next we give a detailed overview of the entire robot platform: how the processes
work inside the robot. The particular focus is on knowledge representation and
usage for the robot and the swarm. The author was a part of the team designing
the algorithms and the data representation for the robot. These chapters also
constitute an introduction to the main research contribution of the author given in
the following chapters.
The chapters “Area coverage with a swarm” and “Experimental results” contain
the main research contribution of the author. First we introduce the simulator and
the background details of all the algorithms that have been developed and tested
for the robot. Then we focus on actual tests with the simulator. Finally the test
results are reviewed and explained and main conclusions drawn.
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1

RELATED WORK

This chapter gives an overview of the work related to the main contribution of
the paper: robust coverage algorithms for a swarm of robots.
The problem of robot navigation and path planning is a classic question of
robotics with a long history.
The widely used practices in literature for robot coverage problem involve
dividing the area into the cells [23] [24] and path planning [25].
The spanning tree covering algorithm [26] works by dividing an area into cells
and creating a spanning tree. There are two main approaches: off-line and online. In the off-line approach we assume full knowledge of the entire area and
create the entire spanning tree at the start. The on-line approach uses sensors to
determinate the surrounding cells and creates the spanning tree incrementally. In
both cases the robot has position and orientation sensors which our robot lacks.
The path planning algorithms [27] also divide an area into cells; then they try to
move to cells which are considered to be obstacle free. Being in a cell means
positioning the robot in the center of the cell. Moving between the cells means
moving from one center point to another center point. This kind of navigation
requires precise positioning and knowledge of the robot orientation.
Our work, however, focuses on scenarios with little or no previous knowledge
about the environment and simple robots with limited and error-prone sensors
where the classic questions of path planning are not applicable. We analyze the
behaviour of swarms of robots and the effect of swarm size to the efficiency of
solving the task. Hence we will concentrate on the related work with platforms,
goals or assumed limitations similar to ours.

1.1. Robot platforms
First we have a look at the developments in related robot platforms.
To start with, the main platform used in our thesis – iRobot Roomba extended
with rfid readers during the Roboswarm project – has seen similar developments
from the iRobot company itself. As reported in [28], iRobot has developed the
Roomba 980 model equipped with a wifi and a camera along with intelligent
navigation capability based on VSLAM (Vision Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping). The robot provides also remote control with a smartphone app.
VSLAM is a way of dynamically building a map while keeping track of your own
position at the same time. To recognize places, the camera takes a picture, and
then looks for distinctive patterns of pixels in that picture. The Roomba 980 also
performs what is known as “sensor fusion,” meaning it combines data from
various proximity sensors with imagery from its camera. The robot will then
remember what the seen features look like and will keep track of them as it
moves.
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The paper [29] presents technology and experiments converting a large 200kg
non-autonomous floor scrubber into an autonomous one. The robot uses LIDAR,
camera and UWB for navigation. The authors say that Lidar+AMCL is a good
choice as primary localization tool for the robot module. However, they recognize
that during normal operation, automatized robot scrubber will operate in open
spaces (e.g. warehouses and/or squares) where maximum rage of current Lidar (6
m) will not be adequate and robot might not get sufficient data for such an
accurate localization. Then UWB based localization should be tested for such
environments.
The kilobot project [30] [31] [32] focuses on building a robot swarm with a size
of up to 1000 robots, positioning themselves into preprogrammed 2D shapes.
They use infrared reflection of the surface for communication and distance
sensing between each other. Robots are very small, with a diameter of 33 mm and
a height of 34 mm. The communication distance between two tiny robots can be
up to 70 mm. Forming a single preprogrammed shape takes about 12 hours for
the entire swarm. Kilobots do not have any location sensors and are similar to our
robots in the sense that they do not use path planning. Kilobot is a popular and a
relatively cheap way to perform real world tests with a relatively large robot
swarm.
Mobile Agricultural Robot Swarms (MARS) [33] have a set of objectives similar
to our thesis: use robots with a minimal set of sensors to achieve low cost and
energy efficiency. Differently from our swarm, the members of MARS swarm
are centrally guided and each member has precise knowledge of its location.

1.2. Robot swarm behaviour
Next we will take a look at interesting papers concentrating specifically on the
robot swarm behaviour, navigation and coverage strategies suitable for robot
swarms. We have found no papers dealing with the assumptions and goals exactly
like ours, although several papers focus on very similar tasks and questions, with
somewhat different assumptions on robots/environment. We will start with the
older papers and end up with the newest ones.
The paper [34] develops a swarming navigation algorithm in order to find the
odor sources in an unknown environment, based on the ability of each swarm
member to sense the odor. This task is similar to the task presented in the current
thesis. Each robot in the swarm has a cooperative localization system which uses
wireless network as a mean of measuring the distance from the other robots. At
least three robots act as stationary measurement beacons while the other robots
of the swarm navigate in the environment towards the odor source. The novel
approach of the paper is the usage of the wireless network to estimate the
distances. Our paper assumes simpler robots without such capabilities.
The paper [35] applies automated probabilistic formal verification techniques to
robot swarms, in order to assess whether swarms will indeed behave as required.
The example presented in the paper is a foraging robot scenario, which is similar
18

to the task handled in the current thesis, although the methods applied are widely
different.
The paper [36] proposes a novel motion control method: magnitude-dependent
motion control (MDMC). Similarly to the current thesis the authors focus on
simple robots that lack the capability to detect the orientation of their neighbors.
However, the task of the robots in the paper – flocking together by keeping a
certain distance from its neighbors - is very different from the task we consider
in the thesis.
The paper [37] proposes a sweep coverage formulation for a multi-agent system
to cover a region with uncertain workload density, and provides a decentralized
coverage algorithm based on the formulation. To achieve the coverage, the
covered region is divided into a finite number of stripes, and an algorithm is
proposed by incorporating two operations on stripes: workload partition and
sweeping. The paper presents a theoretical analysis of the upper bound of
coverage time spent more than the optimal time. In our thesis we gain a similar
comparative benchmark by simulating a near-ideal coverage run.
The paper [38] presents a distributed control strategy, enabling agents to converge
onto and travel along a consensually selected curve among a class of closed planar
curves. Individual agents identify the number of neighbors within a finite circular
sensing range and obtain information from their neighbors through local
communication. Again, the work differs from our thesis by having a different
goal: while in our work it is advantageous for robots to spread out, the focus of
the paper is to follow a common path.
The paper [39] presents and investigates Darwinian Particle Swarm Optimization
(DPSO): an evolutionary algorithm using natural selection to enhance the ability
to escape from local optima. The goal of the paper is similar to one of the
assumptions or subgoals of our thesis: decreasing the amount of required
information exchange among robots. The paper presents a stability analysis of the
RDPSO.
The paper [40] investigates a swarm of robots with similar capabilities to ours
and with similar fundamental problems: inexact odometry, both in the sense of
the travel distance and turning angle. However, while one of our main methods
is to spread the robots, the task considered in the paper is the opposite: gathering
robots together.
The paper [41] investigates coordination principles inspired by the behaviour of
honeybees and ants for coordination purposes in multi-robot systems. While the
swarm robotics approach with limited resources is similar to ours, the paper does
not give concrete simulation or real-life experiments, but rather proposes possible
approaches using stigmergy, somewhat similar to the approaches used in our
thesis.
In the paper [42] the authors generalize the control law based on minimization of
the coverage functional to such non-Euclidean spaces punctured by obstacles.
19

They propose a practical discrete implementation based on standard graph
search-based algorithms and demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
algorithm by solving efficient coverage problems on a sphere and a torus with
obstacles, and exploration problems in non-convex indoor environments.
Concretely, they consider exploration and coverage of an office environment by
a team of four robots. An important focus is flexibility of the framework with
respect to incorporating human inputs to guide exploration. No comparisons with
other approaches or investigations of swarms with different sizes are presented.
Differently from the assumptions in our thesis, the robots are equipped with
onboard range sensors and can localize themselves in a global coordinate frame.
The paper [43] investigates decision-making strategy to solve the best-of-n
decision problem in a swarm of robots. This problem requires the swarm to
establish a collective agreement on the highest-valued option among a finite set
of alternatives. A certain similarity to our thesis could be seen in a question of
which marker to reach or which room to enter next. However, in the case of our
thesis the main complexity lies in actual navigation, not so much in choosing the
next target.
The papers [44] and [45] analyze methods for patrolling and surveillance in an
environment with a distributed swarm of robots with limited capabilities. The
focus is on structured exploration of unknown spaces with multi-robot systems,
using triangulation that is constructed in a distributed fashion and guarantees
good local navigation properties. Similarly to our thesis, the sensors and robots
have very limited capabilities. However, the papers assume the use of large set of
infra-red beacons and a beacon sensing capability from the robots, somewhat
similar to our rfid tags, but a certain ability to sense distance and direction,
differently from ours. The authors of the papers claim that experimental results
with real robots are very similar to the results obtained by simulation. It is
interesting to note that the effects of increasing the swarm size indicated in the
papers are similar to our results.
The paper [46] considers a complicated superset of the tasks considered in our
paper: creating an integrated 3D-view of the environment using camera-equipped
robots. Irobots equipped with a camera, Kinect and a Raspberry Pi are used as a
test platform.
The paper [47] presents a neural dynamics for complete area coverage navigation
by multiple robots. A bioinspired neural network is designed to model the
workspace and guide a swarm of robots for the coverage mission. The same
platform as used in the thesis – Irobot Roomba – is used for simulation and
testing, with a complex added sensor system including ultrasonic sensors and a
Microsoft Kinect sensor. Unexpectedly, the authors report that two robots cover
the area significantly faster than a single robot; no extensive experiments with
multi-room environments or a large swarm are reported.
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2

ROBOT PLATFORM

The current chapter presents an overview of the robot platform. The author was
a part of the team designing and programming the robot and contributed
significantly to the knowledge representation and communication tasks. The main
pure research contribution of the author will be presented in the following
chapters “Area coverage with a swarm” and “Testing results”.
The results presented in the current chapter have been published in the papers A
and B in the appendix.
The concept of the robot architecture has stayed the same through all the
published articles: it is based on the layered multi-agent system. Agents are
implemented as continuously running processes. The entire platform is divided
into three layers:




The sensor-actuator layer responsible for communication robots control
hardware.
The control layer is a constantly running dispatcher process responsible
for executing behavioral tasks. Behaviors in our context are small
binaries fulfilling several smaller tasks.
The knowledge layer conducts reasoning – derives new information from
gathered data also communicating with other robots via RFID tags
(passive communication) or optionally via central server (active
communication).

The centre of the architecture is a shared memory RDF-inspired database. Similar
approaches can be found in low latency robot control architectures performing
well without a real time operating system. Agent communication is implemented
by using the memory database. Each agent can access all the data inserted to the
database. This kind of approach is known as a classical blackboard model [48].
The in-memory database serves three basic purposes:




A postbox between different process agents including external world
communication.
A fast and relatively simple in memory database implemented as circular
buffer.
A deductive database, generating new facts based on the rule language.

2.1. Memory database
The entire robot platform runs on the Gumstix computer which is planted to the
Roomba robot. The memory database can be used by all agents running on a
robot. The database itself is not a process: it is implemented as a C library which
can be used through the public API, providing read, write and search
functionality. Data is read and stored in the shared memory.
Data model consists of one single public table with an RDFm structure. Inside
the database there is an additional table for storing unique strings, pointed to from
21

the public table. Strings in the memory database are immutable. Whenever a
string is changed in the main table, a new item is created to the string table and
pointed to it. However, if such a row already exists, then the pointer will be
addressed to already existing value.
All rows are organized as a circular list. The last element will be removed from
the list if the size limit is reached. Exceptions are made for the critical data items
– so called flagged rows – which are kept in the database until they are released
by the agent.
The locking system for the memory database is row based and implemented by
using semaphores. When a row is being written it is hidden for all the concurrent
threads. Reading and search functionality does not lock anything.
The hardware setup with the Gumstix computer takes about 0.14 milliseconds to
write one row. Looping over 2000 rows needs approximately 4.8 milliseconds of
time: these performance numbers are acceptable for our needs.
The memory database is used as a postbox between different agents running
inside the robot. Rows created by one agent can be addressed to another by using
name as addressee. During runtime an agent will look for rows with its name,
process them and then remove or reassign them.

2.2. Data model and languages
The common data model for communication between different counterparties is
based on a RDF triplets. The current architecture has extended RDF triplets with
metadata fields which we call RDFm.
The common data model and the data model in RFID tags has been published in
the paper A in the appendix.
The main parts which have most effect to the robot behavior can be divided to
the following groups:





Sensors and control software.
Internal memory database contents.
RFID tags read.
Binary executables together with data / rule files from server.

The server collects data from all the robots and affects their behavior by updating
the knowledge of robots. Data sent back to the robots can consist of some new
informational units to improve the behavior or uploading new binaries and rule
files to modify the objective. Robots can acquire new instructions or information
by reading encountered RFID tags during their movement. Data from sensors
generates yet another set of information for the control software. All these layers
must present their data in a unified way to understand each other, resulting in a
use of the following set of languages for the robot platform:


RDFm encoding in RFID tags.
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Our specialized rule language for deriving new information based on the
data in memory database.
Both CSV-based syntax and an XML-based RDF syntax for data
exchange between robots and the central server or external systems.

While choosing the languages we had to take into account the different key
factors of the mediums: mostly storage space and communication speed. For
example, RFID chips contain very little memory, which requires space efficient
encoding. Also, the transfer rate cannot be compared with WIFI. On the other
hand, communication between the servers does not necessarily require space
efficiency, resulting in the use of self-descriptive XML-based standards for better
understanding.
The RDFm data model itself is inspired by RDF triplets which we have extended
resulting in so-called RDFm consisting of three different groups of data fields:




RDF triple data fields
Contextual metadata fields
Automatically generated fields

Standard RDF triples have the following data fields:




Subject: id of whatever has the property.
Property: name of the property of the subject.
Value: value of the property

The value field has an associated type, indicating the way to interpret the value.
Observe that the property field may determinate the suitable or expected type, but
this not always the case.
The second set of fields in the RDFm data model contains contextual metadata
fields:




Date/time: when this fact held: in the most cases same as the time of
storing the field data.
Source: identifies the origin of the data: RFID code, person id who added
the data, other robot id, agent name, etc.
Context: in most cases identifies the addressee or data group, but can also
indicate the succession of robot commands.

Program units aka agents can enter their own contextual values to the memory
database. Otherwise the default values - current time, current robot id, empty
context - are used.
The third set of fields in the RDFm data model contains metadata fields which
are generated automatically by the memory database during data insertion:



Id: unique number for data row.
Timestamp: date / time of the storage.
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Automatically generated fields are the strictest set of fields: they cannot be
manipulated by the agents and are not available in the other data languages. Their
purpose is to guarantee efficient and convenient data management and they are
used by the reasoner and dispatcher processes.
Instead of using contextual and metadata fields we could have created the data
model using standard RDF triples to store the same information. However, this
would have been memory consuming and inefficient, especially for the RFID
chips, but also for the memory database.

2.3. Data format in RFID tags
Our setup uses RFID tags for external object/location recognition, asynchronous
messaging between robots and for location specific messages/instructions from
humans. Tags can be divided into two main groups – cheaper ones with only an
id value on the chip and more expensive tags with a small internal memory.
While analysing the coverage task, simple tags with only the id values on the chip
can be used as beacons for detecting visited points. The tags with internal memory
can be used for marking objects, giving warnings about dangers on the field or
instructions where to drive next. Such tags behave like information carrying
graffiti distributed all around the working environment. Both human operators
and robots are allowed to write information to the tags with internal memory.
Different sources tend to write different types of data. Humans will usually
provide static or passive types of information, while robots store often-changing
data. Within the environment setup phase a human users are expected to write
information for:





coordinating the robots – “this tag has coordinates X and Y”
giving idea about surroundings – “this tag is located on a chair”
guiding the robot – “there is a tag at direction R at 5 meters”
warning about dangers – “keep away from here”

The robots are expected to write information about the current situation on the
field:



Informing what has happened in current location, like “robot N brushed
here for 10 minutes on 10.06.2007 at 15:10”.
Leaving information about its further plans, like “robot N left this place
and moved towards the living room”

Data on the RFID tags must be compact and easily understandable for all the
interested counterparties. External applications, robot software and agents outside
the roboswarm must have a unified understanding of the encoding to read and
write data to tags. Examples provided beforehand are human readable
representations of the RFID contents and are not in any way memory efficient.
All data units written to the tags are essentially data rows with several predefined
fields which can be of a type string, integer or float. The RFID database resembles
the memory database used inside the robot computer – older values are pushed
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out by the newer items. Rows with the context value of “static” on the RFID
memory database are considered as flagged items and are preserved during
removal process. Data from the tag is read, written or deleted one row at a time.
Updating is allowed only for specific fields – on the value field, the timestamp
field and the source field.
Table 2.1 Graphical representation of the RFID memory

subject
property
Value
source context
inRoom
Kitchen
human
static
me
hasPriority
7
human
static
kitchen
dutyStatus
cleaingInProgess
robot3
work
kitchen
wentInDirection
270
robot2
work
robot2
Data rows with the static context are inserted by humans during the setup of the
environment. Messages with the “work” context value are written during problem
solving by the swarm members to improve the fulfillment of the tasks at hand.
Similarly to the robot memory, a global table for strings is kept separately and
only the codes are used in place of the strings. Encoding the values is performed
by using the string table on a robots memory database. During startup the global
string information is propagated throughout the roboswarm, providing same data
to each robot to have common understanding of the encoded values. This
approach divides data field contents into the direct/primitive values like integers,
RFID chip ids or indirect values like strings. Direct values are being written to
the tag as-is. Long string values are replaced with the corresponding code from
the global string table. We are allocating 2 bytes of memory for the string table
identifier.
RFID tags always have a built-in unique id. The size of the id may vary,
depending of the manufacturer and chip type. However there are number of
widely known standards for id encoding and majority of the tags are expected to
follow these standards. Our solution uses direct 96-bit EPC3’s for identifying the
RFIDs. It is very common for the tag to know information about the location or
the object that it is being glued on. Keeping in mind the small amount of memory
available we will be using value “me” to refer itself in the data row instead of the
real EPC value.

2.4. Rule based control system
The robot control in our architecture has been divided between several agents
getting the instructions from the memory database. The entire control mechanism
can be divided into two major parts – the main framework with built in agents
and user defined applications which can be executed via the rules. All data –
sensor readings, decisions, reports – will be available to each party via the
memory database.
3

An Electronic Product Code (EPC) is a universal identifier that gives a unique identity to a specific
physical object.
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The rule based control system has been built around the memory database and is
tightly coupled with the main data processing mechanism: the prover. Based on
the existing user defined rule files and data located in the memory database, the
prover will regularly derive new facts. Newly generated instructions will become
inputs for the other agents and user defined applications controlling the robot.
Based on the process lifecycle the components can be divided into two groups –
ones that work as an endless loop and others that are being executed only on
demand. The prover together with the memory database, the communication
process, the low level hardware access software (sensor agents, actuator process)
and the dispatcher run all the time. The built-in and user-defined applications
which do not have to be running continuously, are executed via the dispatcher
process.
Problem solving algorithms can be divided into modules and rule sets.
Reasonable balance should be kept between the logic implanted into the modules
and rule sets size. Trying to create simpler rule files, the series of low level
commands are gathered together into modules which are meant to perform atomic
tasks. For example, a simple module (binary executable) can play a sound,
calculate an average or achieve a complex goal, like performing a localization
procedure when encountering an RFID tag.
Rules have the role of linking together binary sequences and making decisions
during the runtime. For example: agent A stores the fact B into the memory
database. The prover derives (according to the current rule set) the new fact C
from the fact B, where C is a command for dispatcher to start the agent D. When
the dispatcher process sees the newly derived fact C in the memory database, it
executes the demanded agent D binary, which in turn can change the contents of
the database.
The rule based control system and the rule language has been published in the
paper B in the appendix.

2.5. Rule engine and rule language
The entire robot system is controlled via the memory database where all the
obtained facts, derived facts and commands to execute are inserted. Rules are
written in a prolog-like syntax and stored in the local file system. Rule files can
be stored to the specific robot manually or propagated throughout the swarm via
the central server. New facts are generated by the rule engine integrated into the
robot architecture as a core process. The rule engine work cycle starts with
reading the rule file from the file system. The second step is applying the rules to
the up-to-date facts in the memory database and inserting newly derived facts into
the memory database. The rule engine cannot be used directly by any agent in the
robot architecture: entire communication is performed by inserting facts to the
memory database and reading the output afterwards.
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In other words, the goal of the rule engine is not to answer queries, but to
automatically derive new facts based on the data inserted to the memory database
by other processes. The rules set must be consistent and should not contain too
many or too complex rules. As a rule engine we are using a special modification
of the Gandalf [49] first order resolution-based theorem prover. The rule engine
process is being executed automatically after each pre-determined interval of
time, typically one second. We call the execution of the prover and one derivation
cycle a “derivation session”. Using a relatively simple set of rules we are able to
keep the derivation session duration under one second: during this time the rule
engine will load the rule set from file system and perform all possible derivations
stemming from the facts added to the memory database after the last run.
The rule system has two main goals:



Derive generalizations (like chair is furniture) from rules
Derive commands depending of the situation

For example, if we have a rule
attachedTo (X, furniture) :- attachedTo (X, chair).
and the memory database contains the facts shown in Table 2.2 Initial data in
memory database
Table 2.2 Initial data in memory database

subject
property
value
source
context
attachedTo
chair
RFID
null
tag4
then the rule body attachedTo (X,chair) will match the row in the memory
database and during the derivation session rule engine will generate the new fact
and insert it to the memory database as shown in Table 2.3 Fact generated by the
derivation process
Table 2.3 Fact generated by the derivation process

subject
property
value
source
context
attachedTo
furniture
wGandalf
null
tag4
All the words in the rules starting with the uppercase letter are variables. In our
example here X is a variable.
The following example demonstrates a simple session of rule set usage.
handleTask (me, Task) :state (me, stateIdle), receivedTask (N, Task), myNameIs (me, N).
state (me, stateWorking) :- handleTask (me, T).
startMode (me, cleaningMode) :- handleTask (me, clean).
startMode (me, patrollingMode) :- handleTask (me, patrol).
state (me, stateIdle) :- state (me, stateWorking), status (currentTask, finished).
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Table 2.4 The rule system startup dataset in memory database

subject
property
value
source Context
state
stateIdle
init
wGandalf
me
myNameIs
robot3
init
wGandalf
me
receivedTask
clean
init
wGandalf
robot3
Based on the rule set the engine will automatically derive and add the facts in
Table 2.5 Facts generated based on the startup dataset into the memory database
during the derivation session.
Table 2.5 Facts generated based on the startup dataset

subject
property
value
source
context
handleTask
clean
wGandalf
null
me
startMode
cleaningMode
wGandalf
null
me
When a cleaning action is finished and the process adds the fact described in
Table 2.6 Fact generated after finishing cleaning process to the database.
Table 2.6 Fact generated after finishing cleaning process

subject
property
value
source
context
status
finished
cleaningAgent
wGandalf
currentTask
The rule system will derive and insert the fact described in Table 2.7 Fact
generated during derivation session after cleaning is finished into the memory
database during the next derivation session.
Table 2.7 Fact generated during derivation session after cleaning is finished

subject
property
value
source
context
state
stateIdle
wGandalf
null
me
The rule engine uses both the publicly available main memory database and a
temporary storage. Temporary storage holds non-final facts and is being cleaned
up after each derivation session. During the derivation process a large set of new
facts and clauses (temporary rules) are derived. Final facts without variables
(ground unit clauses), not containing nested terms and having a suitable number
of arguments are stored in the shared memory database and are available to all
other processes in the robot.
A derivation session starts with reading and parsing the rule file from the local
file system and adding parsed rules and facts into the temporary space.
Continuous re-loading makes it possible to update the contents of the rule file on
the fly. We employ the widely used discrimination tree index for the unit
subsumption and unit deletion. Only the temporary area, not the facts in the
shared memory database are kept in the index. The engine uses a version of a setof-support binary resolution with common optimizations like subsumption and
tautology elimination. See Robinson and Voronkov (2001) [50] for the common
algorithms employed in first-order automated reasoners.
Re-derivation of facts which have been already derived in the last session has to
be avoided, otherwise the reasoner would produce facts causing the robot to do
the same things repeatedly. Hence we have developed a timestamp-oriented
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special version of the set of support algorithm for rule engine, which avoids
redoing the same derivations in the next session. This has an added effect of
keeping the amount of derived facts during one derivation session down even for
relatively large rule sets.

2.6. Behaviors and rule language
Behaviors are a collection of commands gathered into one group which can be
executed with a single command from the rules side. Each behavior is
implemented as a small binary program written in C language. It is built from
atomic commands or calls to other binaries in order to perform complex
operation. During implementation of the binary we should remember that several
instances of binaries could run at same time.
For example, let us have the following rule set:
behavior (me, “monitorObstacles”) :- state (me, stateInitial).
behavior (me, “goAhead 200”) :state (me, stateCanMove), obstacle (me, nothing).
behavior (me, “handleFailState”) :result (solveObstacle, fail), state (me, stateDriveAround).
Where









behavior is a special name, indicating that the fact is the command to
launch the given binary.
monitorObstacles is a binary program for monitoring whether any
obstacles are getting in the robots path. If there should be an obstacle in
front of the robot, the obstacle (me, front) fact will be added into the
memory database.
goAhead is a binary program that makes the robot to move forward or
backward with the speed stated as an argument to the command. For the
current example the translational velocity is 200 mm/s and angular
velocity is 0.
handleFailState is a binary program that is executed in critical situations:
it will stop robot movement and sensors to save power and will
communicate the information of the failure situation to other robots or to
the central server.
solveObstacle – a binary program that tries to find a way to get past the
obstacle that has gotten in way of the robot.

Binary execution is being handled by the process we call dispatcher. In order to
execute a binary at the desired time the proper command has to be inserted into
the memory database.
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Table 2.8 Dispatcher execution command fact describes an example of the
command row which makes the dispatcher to execute a binary.
Table 2.8 Dispatcher execution command fact

subject
property
value
source
context
behavior
command
wGandalf
dispatcher
me
where command is a string “behaviorName arg1 … argN”.
Timing will become critical when implementing the robot control application on
top of the prover and a relatively large set of behaviors. The time elapsed between
the point of giving the command and the actual execution varies greatly
depending of the current contents of the memory database, the size and
complexity of the rule file, the number of processes running in the system, the
length of the reaction chain and other factors. However, in our test cases the
response times have proved to be acceptable.
Based on our testing, let us consider the following example where by cooperation
between the prover, the dispatcher and two behaviors the robot has to avoid
colliding into the obstacle. Typically it takes about 400ms from the moment when
one behavior (currently monitorObstacles) discovers an obstacle to the point
where the prover inserts a command into the memory database to launch another
behavior. After about 20ms has passed the dispatcher has received the command
and is ready to start the given behavior. After additional 100ms the second
behavior (solveObstacle) takes over the robot control and tries to maneuver the
robot past the obstacle. High-level decision making can safely rely on the given
architectural scheme. However life-critical emergency responses like avoiding
robot falling down the stairs after the cliff sensor detects danger should be
implemented into the hardware or handled by the low-level software agents.

2.7. Robot communication with the server
Robots having the wireless network capability can use the robot-server
centralized communication and robot-robot ad hoc communication when no
WIFI access-points are available. A single transfer session consists of two steps:
first the robot sends its data to the server and then downloads new information
addressed to it from the server. Communication is being handled by the separate
process on the robot: it sends all the new data items from the memory database
to the server. Robots have been configured to execute data transfer with a one
second interval. On the server side the data received from each robot is stored
inside the postgresql [51] database for further processing. For example, suppose
data received from robot4 contains information addressed to the robot9. When
the robot9 initiates data transfer, the server has to gather all the facts for robot9,
including the ones arrived from robot4 and send them out.
The server replies to each uploading act with the dataset gathered for this
particular robot, accumulated since the last transfer session. Software agents on
the server side cannot directly send any data or commands to robots: everything
is communicated via the postgresql database. The special communication agent
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handles the data transfer between the server and robot. Items received from the
server will be stored directly to the robot memory database.
Humans can monitor and send commands to the swarm or a single robot through
the dedicated user interface built on the server. Data will flow through several
processes on the server side and will finally be transferred to the robots via the
communication agent.
The server has an additional swarm coordinating role used in some applications.
For example, the robot swarm can be used to find a certain object in an
environment. After a user gives the task, the server chooses the suitable group of
robots in a swarm and communicates the id of RFID to the selected robots.
Fulfillment of the task begins, robots spread out in the environment and start
looking for the specified tag. As soon as the necessary RFID is being found the
robot who discovered it, reports to the server. The task is now considered
completed, the user is being notified and all the other robots selected for the job
are notified that tag has been found and told to stop.
Communication between the robot and the server is being handled using the CSV4
data format and sent via the http POST. First row of the data bundle is the robot
id where the data is sent from. All the following rows are the CSV representation
of the memory database contents. The CSV protocol is used for both directions:
sending robot data from to the server postgresql database and vice versa,
receiving data from the server side.

2.8. Summary
In this chapter we have presented a high level overview of the architecture and
the design of the entire system and its components. All the components
communicate via the in-memory database described in the section 2.1 “Memory
database”. Data structures used for the robot control and guidance are described
in the sections 2.2 “Data model and languages” and 2.3 “Data format in RFID
tags”. Moving the robot and making it to perform tasks is achieved using the
commands derived from the rules. These are described in a rule language and
enable the rule engine to infer the specific commands and facts. The rules and the
rule language are explained in the sections 2.4 “Rule based control system” and
2.5 “Rule engine and rule language”. We introduce small programs called
behaviours, similar to the simple commands but performing more complex tasks:
we present these in the section 2.6. “Behaviors and rule language”. Robots can
communicate and share their knowledge via the central server which is explained
in the section 2.7. “Robot communication with the server”.

4

comma-separated values
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3

AREA COVERAGE WITH A SWARM

This and the following chapter contain the main research contribution of the
thesis.
Our task for the robot swarm was to move around the closed two-dimensional
map and to cover it as quickly as possible. The algorithms are mostly introduced
in the last two papers of the author (papers C and D in the appendix) with an
addition of some elements in the current thesis. Task fulfillment is being
measured by the number of location markers (tags) found; the goal is to find a
certain percentage of all the location markers in the environment. We use the
RFID tags as experimented with in the Roboswarm project. However, the same
algorithms are applicable to other types of location markers: for example,
locations recognized by an on-board camera as used in newer iRobot Roombas.
Different map sizes and tag densities were used during the testing. Several
algorithms were created, run and compared on the simulated robot.
Our robot cannot use path planning or divide the area into cells due to the very
limited knowledge of its position and low odometry precision. Path planning
would be hard to achieve due to the underlying robots low precision odometry
which makes it hard to navigate to exact location at a longer distance. Dividing a
map into small cells and moving between them is not possible due to the fact that
we have no knowledge about the map layout where the swarm is operating.
However, orientation of the robot can be approximately determined in a situation
when the robot finds two or more RFID tags during a straight line drive. From
there, the position could be calculated from odometry values, but while the robot
continues driving, precision is quickly lost.
Therefore, our algorithms do not require the knowledge of the robot orientation
or the location of the robot. Some of our algorithms assume limited knowledge
of the environment: the locations of tags. The assumption that we do not have a
map of the area is useful in the situations where the room layouts change often,
like a modern office, hospital environments, etc.
We have developed four separate algorithms taking advantage of different ways
to find tags inside the environment and requiring various level of input data at the
initialization point. In the following we will use the names “random”, “history
based”, “map aware” and “extended map aware” for these four algorithms.
First, the “random” algorithm does not require any knowledge of the surrounding
environment: the robots just drive around the map, bouncing against the walls,
sometimes finding the tags. Importantly, the turning angle after bumping into an
obstacle plays noticeable role in the performance and will be covered later.
The second, “history based” algorithm remembers encountered tag sequences and
tries to use them to change its course when running into the same tag sequence
afterwards. The initiative for this algorithm originates from the idea to find simple
and low cost ways to improve the performance of the random walk: this turns out
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to be a good starting point (as by [52]) in the cases where sophisticated solutions
exerting FastSLAM (e.g. [53]) are not applicable due to the hardware constraints.
The random algorithm moving principles are used as the base and are put into use
when no help can be gained from the knowledge of travelling history.
Third, the “map aware” algorithm has a higher level of input data at initialization
point: it knows the coordinates of all the tags located around the environment.
The positions of walls, doors and obstacles are unknown. The main goal is to
navigate to the nearest unvisited tag, which can be done only in occasions where
the robot has seen two or more tags during a straight line move. Again, the default
driving principle is based on the random algorithm and is enabled when no tags
have been found and the robot does not know its orientation.
Fourth, the “extended map aware” algorithm knows everything what the regular
map aware algorithm does and has additional knowledge and special handling for
the door tags. These RFIDs are located exactly at the doorstep and have been
specially marked.
The Table 3.1 Summary of data usage by each algorithm summarizes the data
usage for algorithms.
Table 3.1 Summary of data usage by each algorithm

remembers
remembers
found tags
found sequences
random
X
history based
X
X
map aware
X
X
map aware ext.
XX
X
Note: the extended map aware algorithm can differentiate between tags on doors
and all other tags.
algorithm

locations of tags

The Figure 3.1 Inheritance of the properties of algorithms. illustrates the re-use
of the properties of algorithms and the behaviors of more complex algorithms
extending the simpler algorithms.
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Figure 3.1 Inheritance of the properties of algorithms.

Each tag placed into the environment holds a minimal set of data needed for the
robot navigation by the map-aware algorithms:




x, y coordinates of the RFID tag
RFID tag id, which has to be unique within the environment
room id or if it is a doorstep tag, then the special value indicating it

3.1. The simulator
For architectural design and rule engine testing we have been experimenting with
real RFID reader equipped Roomba robots [54]. However using real robots for
testing and developing control algorithms is time consuming and can be heavily
affected by external variables. Physical robots require a person to be located in
the development center, batteries need to be recharged regularly and switching
the environment would mean reorganizing the entire test area. For these reasons
the decision was made to use simulations for control algorithm development.
There are various simulators available, but due to the need for the exact and full
control over the simulated robots we have developed a custom simulator. Our
first simulator was developed using the Panda3D [55] gaming engine using
Python programming language which eventually turned out to be too resource
demanding. Running multiple instances of the simulator in one machine was
almost impossible. Clearly there was a need for lighter solution: hence the
simulator was rewritten to Java using the JGame 2D [56] gaming engine. In the
same development machine ten or more instances of the simulator can be run
without any performance problems.
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Testing system setup consists of two applications. One is the graphical engine
that visually moves the robots: an actual simulator. The second application is the
so called algorithm runner where the logic is implemented. The latter one
connects to the simulator using sockets and sends byte commands to the simulator
which then starts to move robots accordingly. Commands are based on the
instruction set from the Roomba robot manual. The reason for using original
commands is to be able to connect the algorithm runner directly to our physical
robot system in the future. All the protocol logic and conversion from integer
values to the actual byte messages is performed by the driver class which also
does a small amount of optimizations. For example, if the robot is told to turn 370
degrees, then the actual robot will never turn 370 degrees, but 10 degrees instead,
as it would waste energy and time to make a pointless full turn.
Several configuration files exist for managing the environment, tag locations and
robots. A map is defined in the environment configuration using plain text where
one letter states the wall and another empty space. Tags with locations are listed
in a separate configuration file where each line describes one RFID: an x
coordinate, y coordinate, tag id and a room name which can have a special value
when the tag located at the doorstep. Each robot has its own configuration file,
which states its turning angles, trace color, log file locations, ports etc.
Additionally there exists a global robot configuration file which describes the
robot placements in the environment as well as the starting coordinates and robot
headings. The default configuration tells robots to drive with a constant speed of
500mm/s for straight line movement. When a robot stops and turns standing still,
then the movement speed is set 200mm/s making the Roomba to perform a full
turn in around 8 seconds. For understanding the approximate room size the empty
tile areas are summed. Tile side is equal to the Roomba robots diameter which is
34 centimeters.
The main features of the simulator:







Movement logging.
Automatic screenshots at each test run completion.
Automatic test repetitions for result averages.
Tag management with room identification.
The original Roomba robot communication protocol between the
simulator and the control algorithm.
Creating test runs with predefined movement data: we use this
functionality to create ideal situations for comparing the results of
different algorithms and to replay previous test runs.

While moving around the simulated environment, each robot leaves behind a
colored trace. After a test run completion it is convenient to get a firsthand
evaluation of the efficiency by looking at the robot traces.

An example of the test run can be seen on the Figure 3.2 Example room setup
for testing. The brick tiles on the figure represent walls and other impassible
terrain. The little antennas around the map represent the RFID tags that are not
yet found.
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The tags are crossed through when a robot has seen them at least once. The dark
filled circles represent the robot, the little red dots in front of the robot represent
bumpers and the green dots in front of them represent the area where a robot is
able to detect RFID tags. The legends can be seen on Table 3.2 Legend of
simulator items. and Table 3.3 Legend of robot parts.

Figure 3.2 Example room setup for testing (published in paper C)

Table 3.2 Legend of simulator items.

Not found RFID

Found RFID

Wall

Robot
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Table 3.3 Legend of robot parts.

RFID detection area marked with the circle.

Robot bumpers marked with the circle.

Robot body marked with the circle.

3.2. Turning angle
During collision with the obstacle a robot can bump with either the left or right
bumper or hit the barrier at ca 90 degrees, switching on both bumpers. After a
head on impact a robot cannot continue its current path and must change its
direction. Degrees to turn to at this situation are given in the robot configuration.
The turning angle can noticeably affect the robots performance. For finding the
optimal value, tests were executed using a single robot with the turning degree
values from 30 degrees to 120 degrees with a 15 degree step. Each test was run
five times with random, history based and map aware algorithms. Results were
compared and 30 degrees was selected as the most suitable turning angle for a
single bumper (left or right) collision. If both bumpers hit, a random value from
the 75 to 115 degree range is used. At first we experimented with a constant 90
degree turn, but found out that the random value from this range turned out to be
more efficient.
During simulation we do not simulate the battery usage, but for the real world
cases it should be remembered that the bigger the turning angle is the more energy
is consumed to perform the movement.
To illustrate the effect of the turning angle we bring the Table 3.4 Average test
runtimes in seconds by the turning angles of average run times for different angles
(in the single bumper case) and different algorithms, produced by the simulations,
in seconds.
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Table 3.4 Average test runtimes in seconds by the turning angles

angle (degrees)
30
45
60
75
90
105
120

history based
1305
1188
1703
1628
4247
3714
2317

random
1975
3976
2016
5139
5800
5715
1975

map aware
1009
3101
2200
3078
1974
1915
2882

Looking at the experimental running times at Table 3.4 Average test runtimes in
seconds by the turning angles we see that the 30 degree angle which was chosen
for the overall testing is not the best angle for all cases. However, the first criteria
for choosing the turning angle is that it must be the same for all algorithms,
otherwise the preconditions would differ and the results are not comparable.
Different values would result in unequal time spent for turning the robot and –
for the real robot case – in a different power consumption during the experiments.
For the random and map aware algorithms the 30 degree turning angle is the best
angle. The history based algorithm has the best performance with a 45 degree
angle and the second best with the 30 degree turning angle. Since the performance
difference for the 30 degree angle is less than 10%, this led us to a decision to use
the 30 degree turning angle also for the history based algorithm. Notice that in
real robots the 30 degree angle would also use less energy for turning and thus
conserve battery.

3.3. Success conditions for test runs
Finding each tag in an environment can take a remarkable amount of time. For
example, a robot may find 18 tags out of the total 20 tags within a reasonable
amount of time and then search for the last 2 RFIDs almost endlessly. Testing has
showed that trying to search all the tags makes the test results vary a lot. We have
implemented a configuration parameter – the so called cutoff value - which marks
the percentage at which point the number of found tags will make the coverage
task to be considered completed.
During the implementation of this parameter we made several test runs to find
out the optimal cutoff value. The best value proved to be 85%. For example, if
during the test run a robot has found 85 unique tags out of the 100 tags located
on the environment then we consider the task to be completed. Various test
experiments showed that all the algorithms are more or less impacted by the
random factor and in some cases finding the last 15% can even take more time
than finding the first 85% of the tags.
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3.4. The Random algorithm
The random algorithm has the least amount of information known at the startup
and during the entire problem solving time. During the initialization it will be
given knowledge about the total amount of tags located in the environment.
Encountering a tag makes the algorithm to store the tag id. For the random
algorithm that is all the data needed for covering the area. For finding RFIDs in
the area, the random algorithm employs a simple principle: the robot will drive
around the environment and when it bumps into an obstacle the robot will back
up a bit and then change its direction and move forward again.
For every test run the robot starts from the same place in the environment and
drives at a straight line until it hits an obstacle. A robot can collide into an obstacle
under some angle or directly head on. Hitting the wall or another robot under an
angle makes the left or right bumper toggle, giving a signal of the collision.
A collision with a single causes the robot to back by some centimeters and then
turn the robot to an opposite direction of the toggled bumper. For example, if the
left bumper gives a signal, we turn the robot to the right. As described before, the
degree of the turn has a significant effect on the room coverage efficiency [57]:
hence we turn by 30 degrees which has proved to be the optimal for most cases.
A head on collision toggles both the left and right bumper: in such case the
algorithm makes the robot back up and then turn at a random angle between 75
and 115 degrees. After finding the needed amount of tags in the environment,
robot will stop and the simulator will start the next run.

3.5. The history based algorithm
This algorithm uses the previously described random algorithm as a base and
extends it with additional logic. The main idea of this algorithm is to stop repeating
the already passed paths and scatter the robots even more around the environment.
After seeing some tag sequence for the first time, the robot drives straight until it
bumps with an obstacle and then makes a turn according to the principles from the
random algorithm. The robot will store this information: for example, it has
encountered 2 tags and finally turned 30 degrees. Seeing the same sequence of tags
for the second time, the robot will immediately turn 30 plus a small delta of 15
degrees. Notice that the algorithm will not wait for the bump to occur: the turn will
be executed right after the sequence is detected.
For sequence matching two or more tags have to be found during the single straight
line move. There can be situations when the first robot movement line has a small
offset from the second line and more tags are found in this case. Our algorithm takes
these situations into account: when at the first move two tags A and B were found
and during the second move the robot finds tags A, F, T and B, it will still detect a
match with the sequence of A and B and will make the turn right after encountering
the tag B. Encountering the tag sequence for the third time, the robot will turn 60
degrees based on the example, because the very last turn was 45 degrees.
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The following is an example record for a single move:
StraightLineMove {
distanceMoved: 1200mm, turnAtTheEnd: 30, foundTags: [
tag {id: A, foundAtDistance: 350},
tag {id: B, foundAtDistance: 550}]
}
For each straight line move we store one such record, containing distance passed, the
list of tags found during the drive and the degree turned at the end. Associated with
the tag is the distance passed from the beginning of the current move.
During the moves where only a single tag was found the algorithm tries to scatter the
movement by trying to detect if a similar movement has been recorded in the past,
right after the robot has collided into an obstacle. To do that, the algorithm uses the
foundAtDistance value associated with the tag, telling us the tag distance from the
starting point. In case a similar movement has been performed before, the robot will
turn 30 degrees plus the 15 degree delta. If the same situation occurs multiple times,
the delta will be multiplied by the number of occurrences. The robot will never turn
the entire circle because the driver optimizes the turns: for example, if the algorithm
tells the robot to turn 750 degrees, the robot will actually turn only 30 degrees.

Figure 3.3 Figure indicating how the robot turns after finding the same tag sequence
for two times during one test run.
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3.6. The map aware algorithm
This algorithm requires the list of all tags present in the environment as input.
Such information was not available for the previously described two algorithms.
Similarly to the history-based algorithm it will use the random algorithm as the
default strategy and when encountering two or more tags during a single straight
line move the map aware algorithm will engage. The map aware algorithm knows
all the tag locations on the map along with the room name where the tag is located.
No additional information like the position of the walls, obstacles, the position of
the robot starting points or positions of other swarm robots is provided. However,
there are tags that are marked as door tags in order to help the robot to understand
that it has left or entered the room.
The room id is detected from the first tag found in a room. The door tags will
make the algorithm to reset the room id for the robot. The base configuration
values for the turning angles are the same as used for the random algorithm.
In our simulator the tags contain approximate information about their coordinates
– the tile id - not the exact coordinates. Actual precision would depend on the tile
size, but during our tests the tile size is constant, equal to the size of a square with
the side length being the robot body diameter. It can be argued that there is no
need for higher precision due to the fact that while driving and turning the robot
odometry loses accuracy. Robot estimation of its position is always imprecise.
The knowledge of the tag locations allows the robot to calculate the approximate
new heading towards the closest unvisited tag, assuming the robot knows its
direction and location. The robot is able to detect its position and heading only
when it has found two or more tags in a single straight line move: due to the
imprecise odometry it has no other persistent way to determine its location and
direction.
The map aware algorithm starts to drive the robot around, using the random
movement algorithm until it encounters two or more tags during a single straight
line move. The known locations of these two tags are used to find the direction
to the nearest not yet found tag in the same room. The robot is immediately
stopped, the new heading is calculated and the robot is turned towards the nearest
tag, commencing straight driving.
Due to the imprecise odometry the robot can miss the target tag and eventually
bump into the obstacle: this causes the algorithm to switch to the random mode
until two or more tags are again found during the straight line move.
It takes a lot of time to stop and turn. The map aware algorithm optimizes by
calculating the presumed time to reach the next tag, adding the time spent while
turning and the time spent while driving the between the current tag and tag to go
to. For example, suppose we have two tags: one located 100mm away at a
completely different direction and another 120mm away with almost no required
direction change. Reaching the physically closest tag might require an algorithm
to turn the robot for 150 degrees and then drive 100mm, while the tag located at
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120mm would require only a 10 degree turn. Based on the time calculation it
would be faster to drive to the tag located 120mm from current location.
Since the robot has no knowledge of its actual location, the distance between two
tags is calculated based on the map description the robot has. Distance is
calculated from one center point of the tag to another center point. RFID reader
does not, in most cases, detect the center point of the tag. Stopping the robot takes
some milliseconds as well. All that causes the loss in accuracy.
The map aware algorithm has no knowledge of the walls and obstacles inside the
room. However, the nearest not yet found tag can be located at the other side of
the wall or obstacle. Failing to reach the needed tag with bumpers giving a signal
and seeing that the passed distance is smaller than the distance to the desired tag
means that there is probably an obstacle on the way of the robot. For this situation
the robot remembers that it encountering a tag sequence XY and wanting to reach
the tag Z caused the collision into an obstacle. The algorithm decreases the
probability of reaching the tag Z. Encountering the same XY tag sequence next
time algorithm looks at the closest not yet found tags, sorted first by the distance
and then by the reaching probability, thus moving the tag Z farther in the
suggestion list. Tags in the suggested list of suitable tags are selected only from
the current room.

Figure 3.4 Figure indicating how the robot plans the move after encountering two or
more tags during one straight line drive.
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3.7. An extended map aware algorithm
Our latest published article (paper 4) mentions the use of the extended map aware
algorithm as a special variation. In the current thesis we treat it as a separate
algorithm, tested apart from the regular algorithm.
The regular map aware algorithm may accidentally move out of the room before
finding all the tags. The extended map algorithm improves the regular map aware
algorithm by trying to keep the robot inside the room until all the tags for the
current room have been found. In order for this feature to work, the room entry
points / doors must be marked with special tags.
Once the robot has found all the tags in the current room, it will attempt to exit
the room by driving towards the special door marker tags. When encountering
two or more tags during a single straight line drive the robot stops and calculates
the angle to turn towards the closest door tag. Reaching the door tag and having
found all tags in the current room, the robot drives over the door tags and exits.
Otherwise it will make an approximately 180 degree turn and drive back to the room
to search the not yet found tags in the room.

3.8. Strong and weak points of each algorithm
Before looking at the concrete results, we will give a brief overview of the most
important observations for these four algorithms.
The random algorithm gives stable results for each environment, is able to offer
competitive performance and is fairly easy to implement.
The history based algorithm is complicated to implement, can lose track in some
situations and does not give as stable results as the random algorithm. The performance
is similar or slightly better than the random algorithm for some cases. When the robot
does not encounter two or more RFID tags in a row on a straight line move then it is
not possible to use the history collected by the previous moves.
The performance of the map aware algorithm depends heavily on the setup of the
rooms: it may exhibit very good or moderate results. The complexity of implementing
the map aware algorithm is between the two beforementioned algorithms. The good
results are achieved with more accurate navigation as a robot is aware of all the tag
locations on the map. Knowing the coordinates of each tag means that after finding at
least two tags in a row the robot is able to calculate the heading for the next closest tag.
The results are greatly dependent of the room setup: for complex rooms the
performance may turn out to be moderate.
The extended map aware algorithm is optimized for moving between the rooms. It tries
to find all the tags in the room before leaving, otherwise the algorithm behaves as the
regular map aware algorithm. Being able to move efficiently from one room to another
results in a much better performance, but only in a multi-room environment. Basically,
the additional ability to move from one room to another easier resolves some of the
weaker points from the regular map aware algorithm.
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3.9. Summary
The chapter “area coverage with a swarm” gave an overview of algorithms and the test
methodologies. A custom built simulator was used to mimic the Roomba
communication protocol. It has full control over each part of the testing process, as
described in the section 3.1 “The simulator”. The key configuration parameter – turning
angle – which tells a robot how many degrees it has to turn when bumping into the
obstacle is described in the section 3.2 “Turning angle”. A short overview of the
successful test conditions are given in the section 3.3 “Success conditions for test runs”.
All the coverage algorithms created are described in the sections 3.4 “The Random
algorithm”, 3.5 “The history based algorithm”, 3.6 “The map aware algorithm” and 3.7
“An extended map aware algorithm”. Each algorithm has some features that can
either result in a performance gain or loss in some situations. The section 3.8
“Strong and weak points of each algorithm” gives a brief overview of these features.

4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments with our algorithms can be divided into two parts. In the first part we
compute the pseudo-optimal results. In the second part we compare the experimental
runs of our four algorithms against the pseudo-optimal results obtained earlier. We
will use the word “experiment” for a larger group of activities and test runs for a
certain investigated algorithm. We will use the word “test” for a set of simulations
with specific parameters, typically run during one experiment.
The experimental results have been published in the paper D in the appendix.

4.1. Configuration and comparison data
The simulator replay function was used to gather the data for more or less optimal
runs that we call pseudo optimal test runs. During these test runs a simulated robot
follows precisely the user-defined, nearly shortest path between the tags. The
outcomes of these tests are used for comparison with the results of the previously
described four algorithms to measure their performance.
Pseudo-optimal tests are being run with a single robot and configurations which
correspond to the real algorithm tests. For the swarm case a presumption is made that
adding the robots to the swarm has a linear effect to the results. For example, if a
single robot is able to find all the needed tags in the environment with 60 seconds,
then we presume that for the pseudo optimal test run 10 robots will find the tags in 6
seconds.
All the tests have been run with the same robot algorithm configurations – a single
bumper turning degree 30 degrees, both bumpers turning degree randomly in a range
of 75 to 115 degrees and a mandatory tag finding percentage 85. The swarm sizes for
all beforementioned algorithms have been from a single robot to fifteen robots. Each
test set for the presented results consists of five test runs. The graphs below indicate
the average times of these five test runs. The total number of tests run for algorithm
development and testing exceeds the 10 000 test runs. In addition to previously
published articles the thesis covers also the testing results for the extended map aware
algorithm.
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4.2. Testing strategies and simulation areas
There are six groups of experiments, with the results of each group depicted on a
graph presented below. The groups stem from three kinds of rooms:




The whole area is just a single room without any obstacles.
The whole area is split into three rooms without any internal obstacles in the
room.
The whole area is split into seven rooms with one of them being a corridor
connected to all the other rooms.

There are two kinds of initial positions of the robots:



All the robots start at the (almost) same place.
The robots start at different places, distributed evenly in the rooms.

Starting from the different places at the beginning of a test run means that robots are
spread around the map. For the next test run the starting positions will be the same:
there is no random shuffling at the beginning of each test. The starting locations and
tag locations are predefined in a configuration file. The following screenshots will
give an overview of how the pseudo-optimal solutions look like when the robot has
to find 85% of tags.

Figure 4.1 A single room pseudo-optimal run, takes 420 seconds.
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Figure 4.2 3-room pseudo-optimal run, takes 518 seconds.

Figure 4.3 Seven-room pseudo-optimal run, takes 512 seconds.
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A robot swarm participating in one test run shares the same configuration
parameters and follows the same instructions as others. Scenarios where robots
in the same swarm use different algorithms to solve the task have not been
investigated.
It is important to note that the navigation algorithm of the robot simulates the
random fluctuations of both the robot turning angles, turning times and detecting
tags as they actually occur in the real Roomba cleaning robots.
The following screenshots show the finished state of problem solving of one test
run in a single room with six robots, using the map-aware guidance algorithm and
starting from the same location at the top of the room. The room has 90 tags
randomly laid out as shown on the screenshot. An approximate environment area
where the robot can move in this room is 123 square meters. Observe that some
tags on the environment are not crossed through, meaning they have not been
found: we use the 85% limit for marking the task completed.

Figure 4.4 End position of a test run in a single room.

The following screenshot depicts the final state of a test run of a three-room
environment with a swarm of five robots using the random guidance algorithm.
Robots are distributed into various rooms at the startup. This room contains 90
regular RFID tags and nine specially marked tags at the doorsteps. The special
door tags are used only by the map-aware and extended map-aware algorithms.
An approximate size of the environment is 118 square meters. Observe that two
robots have exited the original room where they started from and the other three
have been staying in the initial room throughout the entire test run.
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Figure 4.5 End position of a test run in a 3-room space.

4.3. Comparison of the simulation results
The next four graphs depict the results for our algorithms with different swarm
sizes. Each graph depicts one group of experiments as described above and shows
a calculated pseudo-optimal (ideal) run line for the current setup. The vertical
axis indicates the average time of five runs. The horizontal axis indicates the
number of robots in a swarm.

Figure 4.6 A single room with robots starting from one location. Y-axis values are
representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number of robots
participating in the experiment.
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The results presented on the Figure 4.6 above show that the history-based and the
random algorithm perform almost identically: the timing differences between the
runs are random fluctuations. Hence the seemingly useful idea of avoiding paths
already travelled does not translate into clearly measureable gains for any swarm
size. However, it has to be taken into account that - as mentioned before - the
utilization of a history based algorithm is heavily affected by the environment,
the amount of tags and a random factor. A robot just might not encounter already
found tag sequences and be unable to take advantage of the collected information.
The map-aware algorithm constantly shows better performance than the simpler
map-agnostic algorithms. The largest performance gain achieved from the mapaware algorithm occurs with small swarm sizes (58% of the coverage time of the
random/history based algorithms for the one-robot case) and it shrinks with
greater swarm sizes (68% for a 7-robot swarm). However, it is important to notice
that the benefit of increasing the swarm size is very strong for swarm sizes of up
to seven robots for our environments. Adding robots to larger swarms does not
bring noticeable changes to the results.
The coverage time of the two-robot case is almost twice smaller than for the onerobot case (regardless of the algorithm), and the coverage time of the four-robot
case is, again, almost twice smaller than for the two-robot case. However, looking
at the graphs last two points 14 and 15, the difference between problem solving
times is insignificant (again, regardless of the algorithm). We could pose a
hypothesis that one of the reasons for diminishing gains is the need to travel to
the far corners and edges from the common starting point: the time it takes is
roughly the same regardless of the swarm size. This leads us to the next
experiment: the same (single) room with the robots starting from various
locations on the environment chosen randomly. The only restriction is that the
robots are placed near the walls and at the startup they head towards the center of
the room.

Figure 4.7 A single room with robots starting from different locations. Y-axis values are
representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number of robots
participating in the experiment.
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According to our test setup and maps the graphs start to go flat after the 7th or
8th robot joins the swarm. Starting from a single location casuses the robots to
consume more time to reach different parts of the map, compared to the situation
where robots are placed all around the map. Theoretically, for our tests with eight
or more robots the resolving times keep decreasing by tiny steps when adding
robots to swarm, until every tile contains a robot. A map fully covered with robots
would be solved in a couple of seconds – the robots must start, rfid readers must
detect the tags and after merging the info of the tags found the test ends.
Looking at the Figure 4.6 we notice that flattening does not occur as quickly as
on the Figure 4.7. For example, consider the swarm size of seven robots. When
the robots start from one location, the random algorithm is able to perform the
task in 108 seconds, the history based algorithm in 115 seconds, the map aware
in 80 seconds and the extended version of the map aware algorithm in 89 seconds.
The pseudo-optimal time for a swarm size of seven robots is 60 seconds.
Looking at the next point of the graph – the swarm size being eight robots - the
result for the random algorithm is 94 seconds, for the history based it is 130
seconds, for the map aware it is 80 seconds and the extended map aware algorithm
manages to solve the task in 74 seconds. The pseudo optimal time is 52 seconds.
We notice that the history based algorithm with 8 robots performed even worse
than it did with seven robots. The reason is that all the algorithms follow some
percentage of time according to the random movement principles. During that
time they are not able to apply their specific logic, basically meaning having not
found two or more tags during straight line drive. Increasing the robot swarm size
from seven to eight robots has shortened the problem solving times up to 20%.
Moving further and looking at the swarm of size 14 robots, the time consumed
by the random algorithm is 60 seconds, the history based algorithm is able to
complete the task in 64 seconds, the map aware in 60 seconds and the extended
map aware in 56 seconds. The pseudo optimal time for a swarm of 14 robots is
30 seconds.
Comparing the results with swarm sizes of seven (Table 4.1 Results represented
in seconds for seven robot swarm experiment with same and various start
locations.) and fourteen (Table 4.3 Results represented in seconds for fourteen
robot swarm experiment with same and various start locations.) tells us that the
random algorithm time has decreased by 80%, the history based algorithm has
decreased by 79.6%, the map aware by 33.3% and the extended map aware by
59%. The pseudo optimal time has changed 50%.
Looking at the same points for Figure 4.7 with robots starting at various locations
in the environment with seven robots, the random algorithm performs the task in
108 seconds, the history based algorithm is able to finish with 110 seconds, the
map aware completes in 76 seconds and the extended map aware in 85 seconds.
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Moving forward to the results for swarm with the size of eight robots (Table 4.2
Results represented in seconds for eight robot swarm experiment with same and
various start locations.) the random algorithm gets the job done in 99 seconds,
the history based algorithm completes its task in 105 seconds, the map aware is
able to finish in 78 seconds and the extended map aware in 70 seconds. Pseudo
optimal time for the task completion is the same - for seven robot swarm 60
seconds and for eight robot swarm 52 seconds - as it was for the comparisons for
Figure 4.6. Time difference comparing the swarms with sizes of seven and eight
for random algorithm has decreased around 9%. The history based algorithm has
performed about 5% better, the map aware has almost the same result, but still
the performance has gone down and problem solving time has increased by 2.5%.
The extended map aware has been able to solve the problem with eight robots
21% faster than with the seven robot swarm. Pseudo-optimal performance time
has decreased by 14%.
Looking at the resolving times for the swarm with fourteen robots, the random
algorithm solves the problem with 61 seconds, the history based in 59 seconds,
the map aware algorithm in 45 seconds and the extended map aware in 47
seconds.
Looking at the time change percentages against the swarm size change by one
robot it can be seen that in case of a common start location the change in values
is greater than for the configuration where the robots start from various places
around the map.
Importantly, we observe there is no significant time difference for random and
history based algorithms between the results with the same location and varying
location starting placement strategies illustrated on the Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7.
An exception is a history based algorithm with the swarm size of eight robots,
which is presumably a random fluctuation.
Table 4.1 Results represented in seconds for seven robot swarm experiment with same
and various start locations.

seven robots
random history based map aware ext. map aware
same start location
108
115
80
89
various start location
108
110
76
85
0,00%
4,55%
5,26%
4,71%
Table 4.2 Results represented in seconds for eight robot swarm experiment with same
and various start locations.

eight robots
random history based map aware ext. map aware
same start location
94
130
80
74
various start location
99
105
78
70
‐5,05%
23,81%
2,56%
5,71%
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Table 4.3 Results represented in seconds for fourteen robot swarm experiment with
same and various start locations.

fourteen robots
random history based map aware ext. map aware
same start location
60
64
60
54
various start location
61
59
45
47
‐1,64%
8,47%
33,33%
14,89%
Table 4.4 Results represented in seconds for fifteen robot swarm experiment with same
and various start locations.

fifteen robots
random history based map aware ext. map aware
same start location
60
56
56
54
various start location
55
54
49
46
9,09%
3,70%
14,29%
17,39%
We see that robots spread very quickly in the same-location scenario and the
initial spreading process has little effect on the overall time for simpler algorithms
or smaller swarm sizes. Quick spreading is made possible by the random
fluctuations of robot behavior as described above. For map aware and extended
map aware the spreading is not that important. Knowing the locations of each tag
and finding a sequence of at least two tags during a single straight line move
directs the robot towards the nearest not yet found tag: this principle causes
spreading.
The next two experiments are conducted in a simple three-room space shown on
the Figure 4.5 End position of a test run in a 3-room space. above. The size of the
space is approximately same and the number of tags is the same as in the previous
one-room experiment, with an exception of nine additional doorstep tags.
The principal complexity of covering a multi-room space stems from the problem
of a robot (or several robots) being stuck in a few rooms and not reaching all the
rooms necessary to obtain the 85% tag coverage condition. In the robot room
coverage literature this problem is typically alleviated by different planning
algorithms. Not so in our simple algorithms: the random and history-based
algorithms are completely unaware of the geometry of the room the robot is in or
the tags located in the room at any given moment.
However, the map-aware algorithm always has the knowledge as to which room
the found tag belongs. It first tries to find all the tags in the room and after this it
attempts to escape the room by driving toward the closest door marking tags.
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Figure 4.8 A three-room space with robots starting from one location. Y-axis values are
representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number of robots
participating in the experiment.

Figure 4.9 A three-room space with robots starting from different locations. Y-axis
values are representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number
of robots participating in the experiment.

A single robot is much more affected by the random factor than the entire swarm,
hence it is hard to give a credible comparison for the results of a single robot for
the three room space. As it can be seen from the graphs, one robot with a random
algorithm is able to solve the task for the three room space even faster at one test
run, when compared to the single room testing. However looking at the Figure
4.9 it can be seen that the time for three room space with the random algorithm
has almost doubled. On Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 the one robot test runs are
basically the same: with a single robot the various starting locations do not have
an effect. The history based and map aware algorithms have all constantly
increased the task solving times for the three room space. Increasing the swarm
size causes the fluctuating result time for the random algorithm to diminish.
However, for larger swarms the time difference increases: it takes about twice as
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long to cover the three-room space for the 7-robot swarm when compared to the
one-room space. The reasons for the performance loss are hidden in the
spreading, which is much more complex for environments with several rooms
when compared to one single open space. However, the overall trend is the same:
increasing the size of a robot swarm first results in a rapid drop of the problem
solving time, but after a while it will decrease less and less.
The next experiment is conducted in the same environment as the previous one
with the difference that all the robots are spread out evenly around the map. At
start there is at least one robot in each room, assuming the swarm size has
increased to three robots or more. Increasing the swarm size, we see that the form
of the graph starts to become similar to the one-room case, which is – again – not
unexpected, since there will be at least one robot for each room in the initial
situation. Again, the positive effect of increasing the swarm becomes smaller and
smaller as the robot swarm grows.

Figure 4.10 Random algorithm with 15 robots, starting from different locations in a
seven-room space.

Finally we have chosen the seven-room setup with six small rooms and a corridor.
The map has about 111 square meters of space and there are 100 tags located
around the environment, including the 18 special tags placed on at the doorways.
For this complex environment the key factor for quick coverage times is
spreading robots across all the rooms. Based on the results it is somewhat
surprising that starting from different locations (robots evenly distributed in the
rooms versus all robots together in a corridor) has a relatively small effect on
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coverage time. It is also worth noting that increasing the size of a swarm has a
significant effect until the amount of robots is equal or larger than the number of
rooms, after which adding new robots has a negligible effect on the coverage
time.

Figure 4.11 Six small rooms with a corridor, robots starting from different locations. Yaxis values are representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the
number of robots participating in the experiment.

Figure 4.12 Six small rooms with a corridor, robots starting from one location. Y-axis
values are representing experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number
of robots participating in the experiment.

4.4. Environment versus the swarm size
When we compare all the six graphs presented, it can be clearly seen that the
random factor has an effect on the results. It should be expected that a larger
amount of test runs would smoothen out the random factor in results, yet it
remains a significant aspect for the actual use of the swarm.
While single room graphs look smooth, the graphs for multiple room setups have
several “bumps”. The reason for these fluctuations relies on the navigation issues
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as robots have to move between rooms and are unable to always pass the
doorways. Our hypothesis for the multi-room spaces is that the main speedups
can be gained by spreading the robots evenly in the rooms, which should be
attainable even by employing the tags (or other landmarks) located at doors only.
It is also possible that it would be sufficient to employ a random algorithm for all
the situations except when the robot is located at the door and should decide
whether to enter the door or not. This hypothesis should be tested in future work.
In order to compare the swarm results for all the three environments described
above we present the graph of averages compiled from all the algorithms. Each
line on the graph represents average results for all the algorithm results merged
together. The graphs representing coverage time as a function from the size of the
swarm S are roughly a*S-0.86 for a single room, b*S-1.09 for the three-room setup
and c*S-1.58 for the seven-room setup, where a, b and c depend on the room size
and robot speed.

Figure 4.13 Averages for all the three algorithms. Y-axis values are representing
experiment run times in seconds and x-axis shows the number of robots participating in
the experiment.
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4.5. Algorithm performance for very high RFID densities

Figure 4.14 Extreme situation in an experimental room setup with all the available
space covered with tags (published in paper C).

Finally we present a short overview of the experiments with a three room space
which has a very high tag density, up to every single tile being filled with an
RFID tag. Such tests give valuable input for tuning the algorithms.
The first group of tests has been ran with various room setups and randomly
placed tags with a coverage around 15 – 25%.
The greatest impact of dense tag positioning was observed for the history based
and map aware algorithms, as could be predicted. Both of these algorithms make
decisions based on the observed tag sequences, while the random algorithm is
just driving the robot around. We ran all the beforementioned room setups with
multiple test runs. The results indicated rising solving times. One of the reasons
is that a tag will not always be registered when it is in the radio coverage. Also,
for the map aware algorithms the high density causes the robots to turn very often,
thus losing a lot of time turning, not driving. This is caused by the fact that a robot
almost never discovers the tag at its center point and is not able to navigate
precisely due to its weak odometry.
Running our algorithms in rooms completely filled with RFID tags resulted in an
average run time increase up to 50%. The worst cases actually ended with the
time loss of 200% or more, although the proportion of so bad cases was lower
than 5% of all runs.
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4.6. Summary
In this chapter we have presented an overview of the results of tests and the
environments where they were tested in. The section 4.1 “Configuration and
comparison data” briefly describes the robots turning angle configuration and the
base data on which the results are compared. Algorithms were tested in various
room setups and different swarm distribution strategies. Each test strategy is
described in the section 4.2 “Testing strategies and simulation areas”. Comparisons
of the results of testing are described in the section 4.3 “Comparison of the
simulation results”. Different room setups have a distinct effect on the
performance of our coverage algorithms. The section 4.4 “Environment versus
the swarm size” gives an overview of these effects. Regular tag coverage of the
room is around 20% and all the algorithms have been tested in these conditions.
Since there could also occur irregular situations, the section 4.5 “Algorithm
performance for very high RFID densities” gives an overview of how do the
extreme tag densities affect the performance of our algorithms.
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CONCLUSIONS
Our main goal was to investigate and develop algorithms using navigational tags
for enhancing the performance of a swarm of robots when precise navigation is
hard to achieve or not feasible.
First, we have designed and presented a knowledge architecture for intelligent
robots operating as a swarm, able to use RFID tags both as landmarks and
communication channels. The architecture is based on using extended RDF
triples for knowledge represenation on all levels: tags, robot knowledge base and
the swarm knowledge base on the server. We have also designed a rule system
for robots, providing reactive control while a robot is in action.
This architecture was implemented for iRobot Roombas extended with RFID
readers and new control software. The demonstrated ability of the real swarm of
physical robots to solve given tasks indicates the feasibility of the architecture.
Second, we have developed and investigated four different, robust coverage
algorithms for swarms of simple robots tasked with cleaning, search or similar
activities inside buildings. In order to run realistic tests we have developed a
simulator closely matching the actual capabilities and behaviour of the real
cleaning robots. The key findings of the experiments are as follows:








A specific parameter of the robot behaviour - the default turning angle makes a significant difference for the performance of all the investigated
algorithms. One of the main reasons is that bigger turns take more time
than smaller turns, thus wasting time which should be spent covering the
room. As shown in the table 3.4, the 30 degree turn is the best or next
best choice for the algorithms experimented with.
The algorithms knowing the locations of landmarks are consistently
better than the parameter-optimized random algorithm: roughly
estimated 20% faster for small swarms, with significant variations
stemming from room setups and smaller improvements for larger
swarms: see tables 4.1 – 4.4. They are also, on the average, close enough
to the ideal behaviour to be considered as practically sufficient: running
time is roughly 1.2 times of the ideal, although this varies depending on
the room setup and swarm size, see figures 4.6 – 4.12.
Assuming the tag location reader is inexact, then for rooms with a very
high density of landmark locations it is important to avoid using all the
landmarks for potential optimizations of the search path. The main reason
is misreading the location of closely positioned tags and the time spent
(incorrectly) turning at too many landmarks, thus wasting more time
spent on turning than the optimizations gain. As presented in section 4.5,
in our experiments the time spent in a room with a very high-density tag
cover was roughly 1.5 times the time spent in a “normal” tag density
room.
As the swarm size and density increases, the performance improvements
gained by better algorithms and more knowledge decrease quickly: in the
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other words, increasing the size of the swarm dominates the effect of
having better sensors and more intelligent behaviour. This effect can be
seen best on figures 4.6 – 4.12 and as a summary on the figure 4.13. For
example, for our three-room setup increasing the size of the swarm from
one robot to two robots decreases the running time ca two times,
increasing from two robots to seven decreases the time ca four times and
from seven to fourteen ca two times. The coverage time as a function
from the size of the swarm S is roughly b*S-1.09 for the three-room setup,
where b depends on the room size and robot speed. In contrast, the
improvements gained from better algorithms and more knowledge are ca
20%.
For the future work, it would be interesting to consider the swarm algorithms
tuned to the use of the camera module included in the newer cleaning robots, in
contrast to the algorithms focused on finding RFIDs in the environment. While
there are significant similarities between these approaches and we believe that
our key findings still hold, there are also important differences and potential
improvements to be made.
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KOKKUVÕTE
Dissertatsioon tegeleb robotitega, mis suudavad kasutada RFID märgiseid nii
orientiirpunktide kui omavahelise suhtluskanalina. Töö annab kõigepealt detailse
ülevaate intelligentsete robotite jaoks loodud teadmus-arhitektuurist. Sellele
järgneb ülevaade erinevatest töö käigus loodud katvusalgoritmidest selliste
robotiparvede jaoks, mille eesmärgiks on koristamine, otsing jms. ülesanded
siseruumides. Töö põhieesmärgiks ongi leida efektiivseid katvusalgoritme ja
analüüsida parves osalevate robotite arvu mõju ülesande lahendamiseks kuluvale
ajale. Ühe olulise tulemusena näitame, et parves osalevate robotite arvu tõstmine
on ülesande lahendamise ajale oluliselt suurema mõjuga, kui roboti teadmiste
täiendamine ja algoritmi optimeerimine.
Väitekirjas keskendume robotitele, millel puudub sidevõime, mis on varustatud
vaid väheste, seejuures vearohkete sensoritega ning mil ülesande lahendamise
alguses praktiliselt puudub teadmine ümbritsevast keskkonnast. Tüüpilised
koristus- ja muruniitmis-robotid on taoliste robotite näiteks.
Konkreetne arendatav ja testitav robotitüüp on Roboswarm EU FP6 projekti
käigus (kus osales ka töö autor) iRobot Roomba täiustusena arendatud RFID
lugejaga robot. Algoritmide testimiseks ja võrdlemiseks kasutame töös
simulatsioone. Spetsiaalselt antud ülesande jaoks ehitatud simulaatoriga on
kõigepealt genereeritud peaagu ideaaltulemustele vastavad baasandmed, mida on
seejärel kõrvutatud robotiparvede poolt erinevate algoritmide rakendamisel
saadud tulemustega.
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Appendix A
Paper A
T. Tammet, J. Vain, A. Puusepp, E. Reilent, A. Kuusik. RFID-based
communications for a self-organizing robot swarm. In: Proceedings Second IEEE
International Conference on Self-Adaptive and Self-Organizing Systems, SASO
2008: 20-24 October 2008, Venice, Italy: (Toim.) Brueckner, Sven; Robertson,
Paul; Bellur, Umesh. Los Alamitos, Calif.: IEEE Computer Society, 2008, 45 54.
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